High resolution evidence for linkages between NW European ice sheet instability and Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation
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Published studies show that ice rafted debris (IRD) deposition preceding Heinrich (H) events H1 and H2 in the NE Atlantic was derived from the NW European ice sheets (NWEIS), possibly offering clues about ice sheet sensitivity and stability, and the mechanisms that caused periodic collapse of the Laurentide Ice Sheet (LIS). We present detailed lithological and geochemical records, including radiogenic isotope fingerprinting, of IRD deposits from core MD01-2461, proximal to the last glacial British Ice Sheet (BIS), demonstrating persistent instability of the BIS, with significant destabilisation occurring 1.5–1.9 kyr prior to both H1 and H2, dated at 16.9 and 24.1 kyr BP, respectively, in the NE Atlantic. Paired Mg/Ca and δ18O data from the surface dwelling Globigerina bulloides and subsurface dwelling Neogloboquadrina pachyderma sinistral are used to determine late-glacial variability of temperature, salinity and stratification of the upper water column. A picture emerges that the BIS was in a continuing state of readjustment and never fully reached steady state. Increased sea surface temperatures appear to have triggered the episode of NWEIS instability preceding H1. It seems most probable that the so-called ‘precursor’ events were not linked to the H events. However, if response to a common thermal forcing is considered, an increased response time of the LIS, up to ~2 kyr longer than the NWEIS, may be inferred. Negative salinity excursions of up to 2.6 indicate significant incursions of melt water associated with peaks in NWEIS instability. Decreased surface density led to a more stable stratification of the upper water column and is associated with reduced ventilation of intermediate waters, recorded in depleted epibenthic δ13C (Cibicidoides wuellerstorfi). We suggest that instability and meltwater forcing of the NWEIS temporarily weakened Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation, allowing transient advance of southern-sourced waters to this site, prior to H events 1 and 2.
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1. Introduction

Numerical modelling suggests that increases in freshwater flux of just 0.01 Sv, if routed to the centres of active deep-water convection, have the capability to cause considerable reduction in the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC), accounting for mean annual temperature changes of between 5–10 °C in the circum-North Atlantic region over a matter of decades [1]. The last glacial NW European ice sheets (NWEIS; comprising the British, Icelandic and Fennoscandian ice sheets) likely achieved a maximum ice volume of \(\sim 10 \times 10^6 \text{ km}^3\), approximately one third that of the North American, Laurentide ice sheet (LIS) [2], often considered to be the principal driver behind millennial scale variability in AMOC during the last glacial period [3–5]. Rather than the volume of these freshwater reservoirs however, it is the location of the NWEIS close to the main North Atlantic convection centres, that enhances their potential to perturb AMOC and climate during episodes of accelerated ice sheet melting.

Despite intensive research into Heinrich (H) events (see recent review [6]) and Dansgaard–Oeschger (D–O) climatic oscillations that are associated with \(\sim 1.5\) kyr ice rafted detritus (IRD) cycles in the NE Atlantic (e.g. [7,8]), there is no clear consensus on the underlying mechanism that caused these periodic phenomena. Hypotheses relating to H event initiation include external forcing, probably intimately linked to perturbations of AMOC dynamics (e.g. [9]), and the internal dynamics of the LIS [10,11]. Modelling [10,11] and lack of significant D–O frequency surging of the Hudson Strait ice stream [12] suggest that the LIS was relatively stable and largely immune to high-frequency (climate) forcing, favouring internal instabilities as the trigger for periodic LIS collapse every 7–10 kyr [10,13]. Conversely, the sensitivity of the smaller NWEIS of the last glacial is well documented [14–16]. Recent studies have identified NWEIS instability prior to H events 1 and 2 [17–19], possibly supporting a common external triggering mechanism of H events, assuming individual ice sheet response times were, in part, proportional to ice sheet size/extent of marine margin. Understanding the forcing and climatic feedbacks that propel these millennial scale cycles, including their interference with AMOC, is crucial for the development of predictive climate models [1].

Here we present evidence from a marine sediment core for NWEIS variability preceding H1 and H2 (\(\sim 16.8\) and \(\sim 24.0\) kyr BP; [20,21]). Multi-proxy foraminiferal and lithologic geochemical analyses allow us to document the variability of the British (BIS), East Greenland/Icelandic (EGIIS) and Laurentide ice sheets in fine detail in a framework of AMOC variability.

2. Materials and methods

Sediment core MD01-2461 was recovered from the north-western flank of the Porcupine Seabight (51° 45′ N, 12° 55′W) in a water depth of 1153 m (Fig. 1). The site is ideally located to monitor BIS variability as it is close to the last glacial Irish Sea ice stream, a principal outlet glacier draining the BIS [22]. As previous studies illustrate, a cyclonic surface gyre circulation in the subpolar North Atlantic routed iceberg drifts from the circum-North Atlantic ice sheets to this region [23–25] so that the core records also monitor IRD derived from other North Atlantic margins.

The chronology of MD01-2461 is based on 15 monospecific foraminifera (Globigerina bulloides, or Neogloboquadrina pachyderma sinistral) AMS 14C dates. Radiocarbon ages were calibrated to calendar years before present (yr BP) using the CALIB programme (version 5.0.1 with the MARINE04 data set), incorporating a 400 yr correction for marine reservoir age [26] (Table 1). However, comparison of the relative abundance of \(N. \text{pachyderma} \text{sin.} \) (%; an apparent relative sea surface temperature (SST) proxy, [27]) with the GISPII \(\delta^{18} \text{O} \) record [28] (Fig. 2b, c) suggests that the constant 14C-reservoir assumption is likely incorrect. The climate-based correlation \((r^2=0.829)\) suggests that the 400-yr 14C-reservoir correction is a considerable...
underestimate, with offset between the tuned and 14C-based age model increasing following H2 and the last glacial maximum (LGM; Fig. 2a). Elevated 14C-marine reservoir ages have previously been interpreted from North Atlantic sediments, reflecting sea-ice or meltwater cover reducing air–sea gas exchange and isotope equilibration [29–32]. Our correlation between N. pachyderma sin. % and the Greenland ice core palaeoclimatic record suggests 14C-marine reservoir ages of up to ~2 kyr occurred at our site during periods of substantial meltwater release and ocean stratification. An additional consideration may be release of aged CO2 during ice sheet melt [33]. Here, we use the age model derived from tuning the N. pachyderma sin. % record to GISPII δ18O profile which provides a robust stratigraphy that is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laboratory code</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Depth (cm)</th>
<th>14C age (yr BP)</th>
<th>Error age (±1σ yr)</th>
<th>Calendar age (a BP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUERC-3302</td>
<td>N. pachyderma sin.</td>
<td>196.5</td>
<td>11,032</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>12,709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUERC-3303</td>
<td>G. bulloides</td>
<td>208.5</td>
<td>12,551</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>13,992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUERC-3306</td>
<td>N. pachyderma sin.</td>
<td>228.5</td>
<td>11,950</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>13,337*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUERC-3287</td>
<td>N. pachyderma sin.</td>
<td>244.5</td>
<td>14,530</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>16,819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUERC-3307</td>
<td>N. pachyderma sin.</td>
<td>276.5</td>
<td>15,118</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>17,692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUERC-3308</td>
<td>N. pachyderma sin.</td>
<td>302.5</td>
<td>15,518</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>18,564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUERC-3309</td>
<td>N. pachyderma sin.</td>
<td>324.5</td>
<td>15,174</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>17,586*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUERC-3288</td>
<td>N. pachyderma sin.</td>
<td>356.5</td>
<td>17,130</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>19,993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUERC-3289</td>
<td>G. bulloides</td>
<td>392.5</td>
<td>18,233</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>21,053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUERC-3290</td>
<td>N. pachyderma sin.</td>
<td>412.5</td>
<td>18,665</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>21,688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUERC-3292</td>
<td>N. pachyderma sin.</td>
<td>436.5</td>
<td>19,128</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>22,287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUERC-2278</td>
<td>G. bulloides</td>
<td>478.0</td>
<td>20,193</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>23,702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUERC-2279</td>
<td>N. pachyderma sin.</td>
<td>528.5</td>
<td>20,931</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>24,577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUERC-2275</td>
<td>N. pachyderma sin.</td>
<td>570.5</td>
<td>21,565</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>25,647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUERC-2274</td>
<td>N. pachyderma sin.</td>
<td>602.5</td>
<td>22,234</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>25,792</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Age reversals removed.

![Fig. 2. Stratigraphic correlation between relative abundance of N. pachyderma sin. and GISPII ice core. (a) Suggested 14C-marine reservoir ages determined from the age difference between calibrated 14C ages and calendar years based on the correlation of N. pachyderma sin. % (c) with GISPII δ18O [28] (b). Dashed line indicates the present day North Atlantic 14C-marine reservoir age of 400 yr. Vertical lines indicate tie-points used for stratigraphic correlation. Black triangles in (c) indicate 14C date. Grey bars locate H layers 1 and 2.](image-url)
comparable with the Greenland ice core record and palaeoceanographic profiles from other North Atlantic core sites [34]. Sedimentation rates range between 12 and 60 cm kyr\(^{-1}\) yielding, at a sampling interval of 1–2 cm, a mean time step along the records of 60±30 yr.

Lithic grains >150 μm embedded within the silty clay sediment are considered to be ice rafted [7,25]. Through visual, lithological classification we distinguish between non-provenance specific quartz and haematite-coated grains, an East Greenland/Icelandic (EGIIS) assemblage of volcanic debris (pumice, black glass and basalt), LIS-sourced dolomitic carbonate [35], and a BIS assemblage (shale, dark carbonates and black limestone) sourced in part from Carboniferous formations that outcrop across much of Ireland. Chalk clasts occasionally associated with this BIS assemblage support an Irish Sea ice stream source, with Coniacian–Santonian age coccoliths (pers. comm. J. Young, Natural History Museum) suggesting erosion of the Celtic Shelf by the Irish Sea ice stream [cf. [18]].

As additional provenance fingerprints we use radiogenic isotopes (\(^{143}\)Nd/\(^{144}\)Nd) and \(^{40}\)Ar/\(^{39}\)Ar ages of individual hornblende grains. The \(^{143}\)Nd/\(^{144}\)Nd of the non-carbonate, >150 μm fraction was determined for 16 samples in the intervals associated with H2 and H1. Chemically separated Nd was analysed with H2 and H1. Chemically separated Nd was analysed determined for 16 samples in the intervals associated 144Nd of the non-carbonate, >150 μm fraction wherever present. Grains were co-irradiated with hornblende monitor standard Mmhb (age =525 Myr; [37]) and \(^{39}\)Ar/\(^{40}\)Ar ratios of individual hornblende grains were determined at the Ar geochronology laboratory at Lamont–Doherty Earth Observatory. Resulting ages have been corrected for mass discrimination, interfering nuclear reactions, procedural blanks and atmospheric Ar contamination [38–40]. The assignment of IRD assemblages to a specific ice sheet provenance is determined from the above suite of proxy-approaches and is discussed in detail elsewhere [41].

Upper water column temperature and vertical structure were determined through paired Mg/Ca and oxygen isotope analyses of surface dwelling \(G.\) bulloides and subsurface dwelling \(N.\) pachyderma sin. Samples of 50 specimens where available (not less than 20) were crushed, homogenised and split. Samples for Mg/Ca analysis were cleaned following Barker et al. [42] and analysed on an ICP-AES (Varian Vista) with a precision better than 0.4% (1σ; liquid standard), and sample reproducibility of ≤ 4%. Temperature calibration is discussed below (Section 3.2). All stable isotope analyses were made using a ThermoFinnigan MAT 252 with an external reproducibility of ≤ 0.08‰ for \(^{18}\)O and 0.03‰ for \(^{13}\)C. Benthic isotope measurements were made on 1–4 specimens of \(Cidicidoides\) wuellerstorfi where possible.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Ice sheet instabilities

An almost constant flux of IRD to the core site throughout the period 26.5–17 kyr BP suggests constant readjustment of the BIS marine margins. Within this time, four distinct episodes of ice sheet instability may be inferred from enhanced IRD flux (Fig. 3d). The H1 and H2 layers, centred at 24.1 kyr BP and 16.9 kyr BP, respectively, stand out in the records due to their high magnetic susceptibility (Fig. 3b; [23,43]) and the presence of distinctive dolomitic carbonate sourced from the Hudson Strait region of the LIS (Fig. 3g; [35]). Crustal debris derived from the Precambrian shield underlying the LIS is identified by \(\varepsilon_{Nd}\) values of <−24 (Fig. 3a) [17,44,45]. This is corroborated by the Palaeoproterozoic age range (1650–1900 Ma) of the Churchill Province which dominates the assemblages of hornblende grains extracted from each of these IRD layers in our core (Fig. 3c: H1, 84% \(n=13\); H2, 82% \(n=29\) [40]. These are the type H layers sensu strictu. At this site they are each only 1–6 cm thick and represent 100–300 yr within episodes of IRD deposition exceeding 2000 yr (H2) in the NE Atlantic. Given the apparent synchronicity of H layer deposition across the IRD belt (cf. H layer ages compiled in [6,34]) instability of the LIS and extensive iceberg discharge from the Hudson Strait lagged the regional increase in IRD deposition in the NE Atlantic by >1 kyr, consistent with the European ‘precursor’ events of Grousset et al. [17] and Scourse et al. [18]. The high resolution records, robust age model and multi-proxy investigation of ice–ocean interaction presented in this study allow more detailed interpretation and accurate dating of these ‘precursor’ events than previous studies have allowed.

Prior to H2, the first phase of ice sheet activity is marked by enhanced fluxes of EGIIS- and BIS-sourced IRD (Fig. 3e, f) at 26.2 kyr BP, with associated radiogenic \(\varepsilon_{Nd}\) of ~5.6 (just above ‘d’, Fig. 3a) reflecting the strong volcanic contribution. This initial episode of NWEIS instability and IRD deposition occurred 1.9 kyr prior to the first appearance of Hudson Strait sourced debris at 24.25 kyr BP and lasted 400 yr. Enhanced deposition of BIS debris recommenced at 25.5 kyr BP and increased steadily for 300 yr with little
input from the EGIIS. IRD flux then rapidly increased, total IRD exceeding $350 \times 10^3$ grains cm$^{-2}$ kyr$^{-1}$ at 25.0 kyr BP. Increased fluxes of both volcanic and BIS debris, together with $\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}}$ values of $-6.3$, suggest bimodal sourcing of IRD from both the BIS and EGIIS in this phase of considerable NWEIS instability lasting 300 yr. The timing of this peak in NWEIS instability recorded at MD01-2461 is, within the constraints of the age models, equivalent to that of the relatively radiogenic $\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}}$ `precursor' IRD peak at MD95-2002 in the Bay of Biscay [17], and the Celtic Shelf chalk-rich IRD peak at the Goban Spur [18]. Following this episode of substantial IRD deposition, the flux of volcanic debris decreased again while $\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}}$...
values of $-11$ to $-12$, approaching the British Isles end member [45], became dominant for 900 yr, until the arrival of LIS-sourced icebergs and H layer deposition. This entire episode of NWEIS instabilities is termed NWE2 (Fig. 3).

Similar sequencing of NWEIS IRD deposition is observed prior to H1, NWE1. A significant influx of IRD derived from both the BIS and the EGIIS, commenced at 18.4 kyr BP, 1.5 kyr prior to the arrival of Hudson Strait debris. Dissimilar to NWE2, there is no substantial increase or peak in IRD flux, rather total IRD steadily decreases across NWE1, remaining low throughout the deposition of H layer 1 when total IRD was just $28 \times 10^3$ grains cm$^{-2}$ kyr$^{-1}$, approximately a 10-fold reduction compared to H2 fluxes.

Two significant IRD layers of NWEIS derivation occurred between H1 and H2, commencing at $\sim 22.4$ kyr BP (LGM2) and $\sim 20.3$ kyr BP (LGM1). These intervals lasted 1.6 and 1.0 kyr, respectively. The peaks of these three most recent IRD events (LGM2, 1 and NWE1) present a periodicity of 1.5–1.6 kyr, likely correlating to peaks in volcanic and haematite-coated grains.

---

**Fig. 4.** Upper ocean climate records from core MD01-2461. (a) $\delta^{18}$O of *G. bulloides* (black, closed circles) and *N. pachyderma* sin. (grey, open circles). (b) Calcification temperatures ($^\circ$C) of *G. bulloides* (upper 60 m of water column; black, closed circles) and *N. pachyderma* sin. (100-200 m water depth; grey, open circles). (c) SSS (black, closed circles) and subsurface salinity (grey, open circles) based on *G. bulloides* and *N. pachyderma* sin., respectively. Flux of (d) total IRD, (e) dolomitic carbonate ($\times 10^3$; per cm$^{-2}$ kyr$^{-1}$) to MD01-2461. Vertical bars and abbreviations as Fig. 3. Meltwater pulses indicated with vertical arrows on (c).
recognised within the North Atlantic IRD belt (“a”, “b” and “c” of [7]). IRD deposited at our core site from the first phase of NWE2, peaking at 25.9 kyr BP, may relate to “d” at ∼23.0 14C kyr [7] and is labelled accordingly (Fig. 3), supporting synchronous instability of the NWES and potentially the south-eastern extent of the LIS also.

3.2. Surface, subsurface and intermediate water conditions associated with ice rafting events

Except for intervals where the δ18O of G. bulloides and N. pachyderma sin. are identical around the LGM, N. pachyderma sin. consistently displays heavier δ18O than G. bulloides (Fig. 4a), reflecting the greater depth and lower temperature habitat of N. pachyderma sin. As Hillaire-Marcel and Bilodeau [46] and Simstich et al. [47] we interpret similar δ18O values of surface and subsurface species to represent intensive mixing of the upper water column. However, this interpretation requires that each species calcifies in equilibrium with seawater δ18O and ambient temperature, or that possible disequilibrium calcification is known and corrected for. The carbonate–water temperature equation of Shackleton [48] is used to determine equilibrium calcite oxygen isotope composition from modern water column data (Fig. 5a; [49]). A factor of −0.27‰ is used to convert water on the SMOW scale to calcite on the VPDB (Fig. 5b). Assuming an average calcification depth of 30 m for G. bulloides [50], δ18O_{G. bulloides} from core top specimens predict a summer (∼July) growth season, within water temperatures averaging ∼12 °C. This growth season is later than that of April–June predicted by Ganssen and Kroon [51], who assume G. bulloides isotopic temperatures reflect true SST, not the 0–60 m depth range within which the specimens calcified. Similar latitude core top δ18O_{G. bulloides} from the Ganssen and Kroon data set (Fig. 5b; [51]) fit our core top values, reinforcing our interpretation of a summer bloom season at an average water depth of 30 m.

The lower limit of the present day summer thermocline, overlies the average depth of N. pachyderma sin. calcification, ∼100–200 m [47,52–54], where there is negligible change in water temperature throughout the year (<0.6 °C). As fluxes in N. pachyderma sin. are tied to phytoplankton blooms [53], it is likely that the majority of N. pachyderma sin. calcified during a similar growth season to G. bulloides yet effectively record the mean annual temperature of subsurface waters [55]. Significant regional variability of vital effect, offsetting δ18O\textsubscript{N. pachyderma sin.} from equilibrium calcite, is determined from North Atlantic–Arctic Ocean core tops where N. pachyderma sin. currently thrive. Offsets range between 0‰ [56–58] and −1‰ [47,53,59,60]. The absence of N. pachyderma sin. from the top 1 m of MD01-2461 precludes attempts to determine possible δ18O\textsubscript{N. pachyderma sin.} disequilibria, yet it would appear that any offset at this site would certainly be <1‰, potentially zero [56]. From these considerations we assume that both planktonic species calcified in, or close to, isotopic equilibrium (cf. [46]).

Mg/Ca of foraminifers is proven to be an effective palaeotemperature proxy [61], but established calibrations for G. bulloides are not based on temperatures lower than ∼10 °C. Applying the Mg/Ca–temperature calibration of Mashiotta et al. [62] to core top G. bulloides Mg/Ca, we derive summer SSTs 2 °C in excess of modern SST (13.7 °C [49]) and LGM SSTs of 10–11 °C, exceeding previous estimates for this region by up to 7 °C (e.g. [63]). These discrepancies suggest that the calibration of Mashiotta et al. [62] is unsuitable at our core site. As N. pachyderma sin. is absent in the core top it was not possible to assess the calibration of Nürnberg et al. [64] for this species.

To resolve these calibration issues we assume that the period 20–19 ka BP, when the δ18O values of both G. bulloides and N. pachyderma sin. are broadly identical (Fig. 4a), represents an episode of upper water column mixing [46,47] in which both species were exposed to identical water mass and calcification temperatures. Using the exponential relationship between Mg/Ca and temperature, Mg/Ca = A exp(B × T), and assuming a similar exponent value of 0.1 for both species [65], we determine a pre-exponent ratio G. bulloides : N. pachyderma sin. of 2.1. From modern SST (30 m) and core top Mg/Ca values we derive a pre-exponent of 0.68 for G. bulloides and, by virtue of the pre-exponent ratio of 2.1, 0.32 for N. pachyderma sin., assuming a fixed pre-exponent ratio across the glacial–interglacial transition. This calibration compares well with that of Barker and Elderfield [50] (Mg/Ca=0.72 × e^{0.1T}) for G. bulloides at 60°N in the North Atlantic. The N. pachyderma sin. Mg/Ca–temperature calibration effectively equates to the generic calibration of Anand et al. [65] (Mg/Ca=0.38 × e^{0.09T}), with variability in estimated calcification temperature that may arise from these different calibrations being <1 °C at Mg/Ca=0.78 mmol mol⁻¹, the average Mg/Ca composition of MD01-2461 N. pachyderma sin. Our calibration overestimates calcification temperatures by 2–3 °C compared to the T–Mg/Ca N. pachyderma sin. calibration of Nürnberg et al. [64] (Mg/Ca=0.47 × e^{0.08T}) using laboratory cultures and Norwegian Sea core top samples. However, early-
Holocene (9.6–8.6 kyr BP) *N. pachyderma* sin. calcification temperatures derived from our calibration average 10.3 °C (unpublished data) and compare well with modern temperatures at a water depth of 150 m (10.6 °C; [49]), substantiating our calibration and suggesting regional differences in the T–Mg/Ca *N. pachyderma* sin. relationship [55]. We consider combined analytical and calibration uncertainties of Mg/Ca-derived temperature estimates to amount to ±1 °C [65].

The resulting temperature record derived from *G. bulloides* Mg/Ca suggests variability of SST within the range 6–16 °C (Fig. 4b), with a SST increase during the early deglacial of ~4 °C. Glacial SST trends derived from *G. bulloides* broadly parallel subsurface temperatures, as determined from *N. pachyderma* sin. Mg/Ca, within the range 6–12 °C (Fig. 4b).

Amplitudes of the temperature anomalies of the two species do not directly mirror the magnitude of coeval excursions in the paired δ^{18}O records of both species, that on occasion display an anti-phased trend between *G. bulloides* and *N. pachyderma* sin. δ^{18}O (Fig. 4c). This pattern alludes to changes not only in temperature, but seawater oxygen isotope (δ_w) composition and salinity, with implications for upper ocean water mass stratification. Calcification temperatures, based on Mg/Ca ratios, were used to subtract the temperature component from planktonic δ^{18}O, allowing determination of δ_w following the oxygen isotope palaeotemperature equation of Shackleton [48]. δ^{18}O values were corrected for global ice volume following [66]. Assuming that the freshwater endmember δ^{18}O was similar to today, salinity was then determined following the modern North Atlantic δ_w–Salinity relationship, δ_w = S × 0.61 – 21.3 [67], enabling estimates of density (σ) to be made using the International Equation of State of Seawater [68]. Incorporating the errors associated with the analytical precision for Mg/Ca and δ^{18}O, temperature calibration uncertainties and assuming an error of estimate for salinity on δ_w of 0.08 that is derived from the North Atlantic surface δ_w–Salinity relation suggests an uncertainty envelope on density in the range 0.6–0.7 σ, units. Total error on salinity estimates in the order of ±0.2.

Overlapping density values at the two depth habitats (~30 m for *G. bulloides* and ~150 m for *N. pachyderma* sin.) suggest a well-mixed upper water column at this site for most of the late glacial (Fig. 6b). Elevated δ^{13}C_benthic (> 1.5‰; Fig. 6c) during much of this time also suggest rapid ventilation of the mid-depth waters during the late glacial from a nearby source in the open
North Atlantic [4,69]. Following H1, SST averages ~4 °C warmer than average LGM temperatures, while a persistent offset of >1‰ is displayed between δ¹⁸O G. bulloides and δ¹⁸O N. pachyderma sin. and a ~0.7‰ reduction in δ¹³C benthic. This data pattern indicates enhanced surface stratification and concomitant convection slowdown at this site in the course of enhanced meltwater shedding during deglaciation.

Periodic negative excursions in sea surface salinity (SSS) of up to 2.6 suggest recurrent meltwater surges, with fluxes maximising following the major phases of NWEIS instability at NWE2, H2, LGM2 and 1, and NWE1 and finally at H1 (Fig. 4c). The LGM1 salinity reduction peaking at 19.2 kyr BP coincides with the 19-kyr meltwater pulse, supporting the contention [70] that rapid sea level rise of 10–15 m at this time in part originated within the North Atlantic.

These meltwater incursions frequently stratify the upper water column, inferred by divergent surface and subsurface water densities (Fig. 6b). δ¹³C benthic depletion by up to 1.2‰ during these episodes suggests reduced intermediate water ventilation, likely reflecting northwards penetration of Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW; [4,71]) (Fig. 6c). Several lowered δ¹³C benthic data points associated with each NWE meltwater event reinforce the contention that reduced bottom water ventilation at our site, independent of LIS meltwater forcing, is a real feature of these events. Furthermore, each episode of meltwater release, surface stratification and apparent AMOC reduction appears to have had a cumulative effect on the ¹⁴C-marine reservoir age at MD01-2461 as each successive event is coincident with a further increase in marine reservoir age (Fig. 6). A temporary reversal in this trend is observed at 19.6 kyr BP, following a period of vigorous AMOC and upper water column mixing at the core site which went some way to ‘resetting’ the reservoir ages before meltwater associated with NWE1 and H1 caused reservoir ages to increase yet again.

While reduced δ¹³C benthic is a well documented feature of H events in the North Atlantic [3–5], reduced bottom water ventilation presented here, associated...
exclusively with NWEIS instability and meltwater forcing highlights the significant effect that the smaller circum-North Atlantic ice sheets may have had on AMOC.

3.3. Ice sheet processes in response to ocean–climate forcing

The records of surface and subsurface temperature display fine-scale variability, with salient anomalies that coincide with major IRD events. A notable warm pulse is recorded between 19.0 and 18.6 kyr BP in both surface and subsurface temperatures. A warming pulse at this time, possibly initiating NWEIS instability, has been noted at several core sites west of the British Isles [19,72]. At MD02-2461 this warming occurs over 400 yr and amounts to an increase of ~8 °C for SST and ~5 °C for subsurface temperatures, reaching maxima of 15.6 and 12 °C, respectively at 18.7 kyr BP. An increase in SSS of ~3 associated with this warming pulse may suggest the northward penetration of low latitude, warm saline waters, perhaps reflecting a transient strengthening of the AMOC. Abrupt termination of this warming trend and reduced SSS is associated with initial step-up of NWEIS debris flux at 18.4 kyr BP, NWE1.

Increased upper ocean temperatures prior to IRD deposition derived from the NWEIS suggests an intensification of ocean thermal forcing may have led to basal melt of ice shelves fringing these ice sheets and retreat of the grounding line [73,74]. At the same time heat exchange with the atmosphere may have increased surface melt, accelerating ice shelf break up [75] and ice stream flow [76]. Increased ice accumulation on the BIS, caused by increased precipitation from a warmed atmosphere, possibly increased the interior ice sheet mass and thereby reduced stability further [77]. Close coupling of ocean–climate and BIS stability is envisaged. It is suggested that BIS instability initiating NWE2, recorded by moderate BIS-IRD deposition, may have resulted from ice shelf break-up due to surface–subsurface warming above a critical threshold (cf. [73,75,78]). Within the 300 yr duration of this phase, sufficient ice shelf was melted back to reduce any buttressing effect, triggering fast flow of tributary ice streams [79] producing the large and abrupt increase in IRD deposition during the peak of the NWE2 event at 25.0 kyr BP. Accelerated ice stream activity appears to have lasted for ~300 yr, during which IRD deposition remained high and sufficient freshwater was released to stabilise the upper water column and reduce intermediate water ventilation. After this unstable phase, the NWEIS, principally the BIS, appear to have restabilised, reducing IRD delivery and perhaps allowing ice volume to recover. Were collapse of the LIS interpreted to be in response to the same forcing as the NWEIS (cf. [18]) a response time of almost 2 kyr in excess of the NWEIS may be implied from our records. As such, it may be perceived that the so-called European ‘precursor’ events were not directly linked to the H events (cf. [17]), but were rather a manifestation of differing ice sheet response times to a common forcing, conceivably reflecting the greater mass of the LIS supporting a high thermal inertia and/or time taken for ocean warming to reach ice shelves buttressing the LIS. Limited marine-based BIS margins, and therefore greater ice sheet stability by the time of H1, following the retreat of the Irish Sea ice stream [80], may account for the high rise in surface and subsurface temperatures apparently required to initiate BIS instability at NWE1 compared to NWE2.

The major influx of local BIS debris immediately following deposition of H layer 2 includes the shallow benthic foraminifera *Elphidium excavatum forma clavata* which suggests down-slope transportation from a proximal glaciomarine source [81]. Assuming marine margins remained, it seems plausible that increased SSTs, exceeding 10 °C, would have destabilised the BIS margin further, enhancing calving and initiating debris flow down the continental slope. A rise in sea level of 10 to 15 m associated with the collapse of the LIS [82,83] may also have contributed to this destabilisation [18]. The near absence of locally derived IRD coincident with or following H1 suggests that the BIS ice margin had retreated sufficiently to be unaffected by a SST or sea level change associated with LIS collapse, or that exposed sea floor within the Irish Sea limited iceberg entry into the open ocean, glacial runoff freshening surface waters as opposed to ice rafting.

3.4. NW European ice sheet instability and AMOC variability

Decreased mid-depth water ventilation prior to the main LIS collapse events at H1 and H2 are noted in δ¹³C_benthic records throughout the North Atlantic [3–5,71]. Whereas the decline of intermediate water ventilation is often progressive in these records, beginning up to 2.5 kyr before full H conditions (H1; [4]), δ¹³C_benthic at our site records temporary, 200–400 yr, reduction in intermediate-water ventilation, associated with NWEIS instability/meltwater forcing, 1.2–1.8 kyr before full H event conditions. δ¹³C_benthic at MD01-2461 then decreases again associated with and following LIS-sourced IRD deposition and further meltwater
release, in phase with records of complete AMOC collapse [71]. Given that advance of AAIW to MD01-2461 was likely in compensation for reduced Glacial North Atlantic Intermediate Water (GNAIW) formation [71], far-reaching effects of the NWEIS-sourced meltwater pulses may be implied prior to both H1 and H2. It is envisaged that NWEIS-sourced meltwater extended to the area of GNAIW formation, weakening deep/intermediate water production and reducing AMOC. Had the meltwater pulses produced longer-term stratification of surface waters within this region than is observed at MD01-2461 they may account for the progressive, pre-H event spin-down of AMOC recorded at more southerly sites [4].

4. Summary

We demonstrate the apparent sensitivity and heightened response of the NWEIS to climatic warming with respect to the well grounded, stable LIS during the last glacial period. Despite the comparatively small ice volume of the NWEIS, their positioning with respect to the likely centre of last glacial North Atlantic deep or intermediate water formation appears to have made meltwater released from the NWEIS an effective means of causing basin wide AMOC variability, highlighting the important role of the NWEIS in millennial scale climatic events.
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